
9th class English chapter 3 question answer 

 Comprehension-A 

Q.A) Summarize the lesson with the help of following 

mind map: 

 
“Media and its impact” highlights the role of media in a society. In this chapter, an interaction is 

going on between a teacher and her students in the class. According to them, the main role of 

media is to provide information. It can mould the opinion and mindset of people. Besides giving 

us awareness, it provides us with entertainment too. Electronic media and print media are the two 

major means of communication. Electronic media includes film, radio, and television while print 

media includes books, magazines, and newspapers. Media has turned the world into a global 

village because we can easily have an access to all kind of information through it. Thus, media 

has a deep impact on lives of people if it is used properly. 

 Comprehension-B 

Q.1) What is the most important function that media performs? 
Answer: 
The most important function that media performs is to inform and entertain us. It makes us aware 

of our social problems like terrorism and corruption. It also provides us entertainment through 

dramas, movies, shows etc. 

Q.2) What are the two major means of communication  ? 

Answer: 
Electronic media and print media are the two major means of communication. Electronic media 

includes movies, television, and the internet while print media includes books, magazines, 

newspapers and other publications. 

Q.3) How does media provide entertainment? 
Answer: 
Media entertains us through various interesting news, plays, movies, talk shows and through the 

internet. Moreover, print media including books, magazines, newspapers and other publications 

also provide us with entertainment. 

Q.4) What happens when media is allowed to play its role unchecked? 
Answer: 
If media is unchecked, it can broadcast or publish false news. It can misguide and misinform the 

people. And ultimately it can harm the social peace and national unity. 

Q.5) Give three reasons in support of your favourite TV programme. 



Answer: 
I like various programs but one of my favorites is “Travel Pakistan”. This program gives us 

information about various historical places in Pakistan. It shows landscapes and pictures of 

various natural scenes of mountains, rivers, and gardens. Watching this program gives me 

immense pleasure. 

 Comprehension-C 

Q) Locate some books and write their titles in alphabetic order. 

Answer: 
Animal Farm 

A Thousand Splendid Suns 

Game of Thrones 

Great Expectations 

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban 

Kane and Abel 

Life and Laughing 

Lord of the Rings 

Pride and Prejudice 

Pygmalion 

Romeo and Juliet 

Wonders of the Universe 

 

Vocabulary FBISE 9th class English chapter 3 

Q.A) Explain the following phrases as used in the text: 
Geared up 

Global village 

A click away 

Constructive role 

Raise awareness 

To keep an eye 

A mouth piece of the downtrodden 

Answer: 
Geared up:                fully ready 

Global village:           universal community 

A click away:              within the approach, easily accessible 

Constructive role:      useful work 

Raise awareness:        make others informed 

To keep an eye:          to watch and note 

A mouthpiece of the downtrodden: which tells about problems of oppressed people 

Q.B) Put these words in relevant columns to identify 

the part of speech these words belong to. 
 

Media                       Audience                Means 

Eagerly                     Global                     Corrective 

Communication       Information               Impact 

Constructive             False                         Loudly 

 



 

Answer: 

 

 

Writing skills Fedral 9th class english chapter 3 

Q.A) Write a paragraph on ” Uses and abuses of 

internet/mobile phones” 
Internet 

The Internet can be defined as a means of connecting a computer to any other computer anywhere 

in the world. In the fast-growing world of communication, the internet is comparatively a new 

entrant but it has brought about a great revolution in the field of communication. Therefore, the 

internet has transformed the world into a global village in real terms. The internet has its own 

merits and demerits. The uses and abuses of the internet depend upon the user. It has made 

possible man’s access to countless websites, informative and useful programs, scientific 

discoveries, global, political, social, economic, and cultural developments, world happenings, 

great libraries, treasures of knowledge, vast information and entertainment, and much more. 

Through the internet, a student can consult great libraries and scholars; a doctor can learn about 

advancements in medicines and surgery; an adventurer can explore the remote corners of the 

world, a job-seeker can know about job-advertisements. Unfortunately, the wrong and corrupt use 

of the internet has also made it a great curse. Many people use the internet for useless chatting 

with strangers and watch immoral programs. As the internet has confined the two four-walls, 

healthy activities like sports, games, social gatherings, cultural activities, sharing of feelings, etc., 

are vanishing away rapidly. It is the dire need of the hour to put the internet to right and wise use. 

Its wise and proper use can make it a real blessing. 

 

Mobile phones 

 

A mobile phone is a great invention of modern science. It has added a new dimension to our life 

and communication system. The world has become a global village with the touch of this modern 

technology. Mobile phones have their own merits and demerits. The uses and abuses of mobile 



phones depend upon the user. Its development has brought convenience because Communication 

between people to people has become much easier and faster and masses are interconnected with 

each other globally. 

It is offering several facilities and applications on a single click like internet facility, camera and 

video facility, health care tools, dictionaries, thesaurus, calculators, online books, libraries, 

games, and many other things. But every positive thing has some negatives aspects as well. The 

mobile phone is also not an exception to this. Teenagers often spoil their valuable time by talking 

to their friends for a long and this in return affects their study matters. Scientists are warning that 

excessive use of mobile phones can generate eyesight issues, can cause brain cancer, and hamper 

the mental growth of children. But despite these disadvantages, we use the mobile phone as it has 

now become a part and parcel of our daily life. 

Q.B) Write an essay on “Advantages and 

Disadvantages of television” (word limit 170-200) 
Answer: 

“Advantages and Disadvantages of television” 

In today’s world, television is the most popular and recognized form of media available in most 

homes. This box-like structure in our lounges is rather our connection to the outside world. 

Television is regarded as a good and healthy source of both entertainment and education. The 

world seems to have become small because of television. We can see with our eyes the events 

that take place a hundred and thousands of kilometers away from us. Thus television is a 

powerful medium of mass communication. As people’s opinion differs whether to watch TV or 

not but generally like any technological device, it has both positive and negative aspects. 

 

In regards to its advantages, television can be viewed as a means of information, education, 

amusement, and advertisement. In the first place, it keeps people informed. For example, news 

and current affairs programs inform us about the things which are happening all around the 

world. It gives a kind of learning environment. By sitting ideally at home, watching TV, one can 

get a whole look all over the world. There are a lot of documentary films which show us old 

civilizations, the life of wild animals, and art creation. Moreover, it is one of the relaxing forms. 

TV shows entertain people when they are tired or lazy to go out. There are various channels for 

every aged group people like movie channels for adults, cooking channels for ladies, and cartoon 

channels for kids. And there are a lot of scientific channels which are suitable for all ages. By 

watching a favorite TV program, one can feel relaxed and amused. Besides advertisements, TV 

gives us information about a variety of products and it makes it easier to choose things to buy. 

But every positive thing has some negatives aspects as well. 

The mobile phone is also not an exception to this. Wasting time is one of the inherent 

disadvantages of watching TV. Let’s imagine if one day, one person spends an hour watching TV 

without gaining any useful information, then in one year he will waste 365 hours and in 10 years 

is 3605 hours. With that time, one can learn several languages as well as finish some studying 

course. 

On the other hand, all television programs are not always suitable for every age. Sometimes, there 

are some movies showing violence which can affect children’s immature minds. It will be 

extremely dangerous if parents neglect their children and let them watch whatever they want to 

watch. Therefore, parents must supervise them. In the aspect of health, instead of playing some 

sport and breathing the fresh air, spending hours watching TV is harmful to our eyesight. 

 

There is a saying, “there is nothing good or bad, only thinking makes it so”. In a nutshell, 



television is useful to us when we know how to use it. Even though television has some 

disadvantages, the utility, and the importance of television in the modern world cannot be denied. 

Q.C) Write an e-mail to your friend telling him about sports event held in your school 

 
Dear Sana 

Assalam o Alaikum 

Our Annual School sports came off yesterday. You will be glad to know that I won four prizes. I 

came in first in the juniors’ 100 meters race, second in the juniors’ 200 meters race and third in 

the bicycle race. We had our sports day held in the Fatima Jinnah Park, F.10. Besides the students 

of the school, quite a large number of the crowd came to see the sports. It was a very enjoyable 

function. After the sports were over, the visitors were offered refreshments and we also got a 

share in it. 

There was keen competition in every item of sports. There were three groups of competitors-the 

seniors, the juniors and the Midgets. I belonged to the second group. The events consisted of race, 

cycle race, high jump, long jump, relay race, orange race, potato race, three-legged race, sack 

race, sum race, throwing the cricket ball and various other items. The greatest fun was the tug-of-

war. The final was between class X and class IX. It was a tremendous struggle. It lasted more 

than ten minutes before it was decided. Class IX won and I am a student of class IX. While the 

struggle was going on, the supporters of both the teams cheered loudly. After the sport was over, 

the chief guest gave away the prize to the winner. I have got four very nice things, one thermos 

flask, one fountain pen, a wristwatch, and a badminton racket. We had a very fun packed day. 

Now, expecting your views in response and I would like to know all about your annual school 

sports too. 

From: 

Hira Khan 



Wednesday, January 27, 2021 
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